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C VIOLATION IN n DECAY?

by

A. Frenkel and G. Vesztergombi 
Central Research Institute for Physics of 

The Hungarian Academy of Sciences

and
G. Marx

Institute for Theoretical Physics of the Roland Eötvös University
Budapest, Hungary

The recent experimental results on the charge asymmetry in n 
decay have been compared with a theoretical model of C violation. Five 
asymmetry parameters of the n b + jt0тг— energy distribution have been defined 
and their measured values have been reproduced by the model within one 
Standard deviation. The implication of the experimental upper limit on the
г|+тг°е+е- decay has also been taken into account. Order of magnitude estima

tes indicate that the model is not in contradiction with the experimental 
results on the decay.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS

The superweak theory of CP violation ["lj would certainly be the 
simplest solution of the CP puzzle. The known experimental results in the 
Kr decay seem to be consistent with the prediction of this theory. Thereli
exists, however, a number of other models of CP violation, which predict 
nearly the same results for the К decay as the superweak model, and due

^ Xto the larqe statistical error in the measured value of the n parameteroo
one cannot choose between all these models on the basis of the available 
data.

In 1968 new experimental results have been published on the 
n-̂ir n°n “ decay, which indicate that C violation may be present in this 
process, too [3] . The measured number of п-*-тт+it0тт— events in each sextant
of the Dalitz plot are quoted in Fig.I. The corresponding experimental values 
of the five asymmetry parameters,

N1 + N6
Л2

N2 - N5 , 

N2 + N5
A, = N3 - N4 , 

N3 + N4
(1)

A =
N.+N0+Nrt-N .-N..-N, 1 2 Q 4 5__6_
N.+N_+N»+N.+NC+N, 1 2 3 4 5 6

and A =
N. -N_+N,-N.+NC-N, 1 2  3 4 - 5 6
N. +N_+N0+N . +NC+N^ 1 2 3 4 5 и

are given in the second column of our Tables. It can be seen that while the 
value of the so called sextant asymmetry á and that of the partial asymmetry 
A^ is consistent with zero whitin one standard deviation, the values of 

and differ from zero by more than 2, and the value of the right-
-left asymmetry Д by 3 standard deviations. Of course only more precise 
measurements can clarify whether these asymmetries are the manifestation of 
the CP violation, or they are due to statistical or systematical errors. 
Nevertheless, we thought that an attempt to find a theoretical model which 
can explain these and other correlated data may be of interest.

In Part II of the paper the experimental results on the g decay 
are compared with the predictions of a theoretical model in which C viola
tion is introduced by means of the strangeness and parity conserving gpir

xFor the description of CP violation in K° decays we use the well known 
notation and phase convention of T.D. Lee and C.S. Wu [2].
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vertex [4]. The line of thought is similar to that of B.Barrett et al [5] 
and M. Veltman et al [gJ , but due to the new experimental results on the 

n-*-TT+7i°Tf assymetry ( 3] , on the energy dependence of the п->-тг+тг°тг- decay
[7], on the full and partial widths of the n meson and on the upper limit 
of the д->тт°е+е~ decay jj-fj , a more quantitative analysis of the

A1=0 and AI=2 isotopic spin transitions became possible. We shall see 
that all the available experimental results can be reproduced within one 
standard deviation by a AI=2 coupling дртт with coupling constant 
g2 w  10-2. The experimental data are rather insensitive to the strength of the 
Al=o coupling; its coupling constant may vary within the limits 0 £ gQ & ^°92‘ 
This is due to the well known "centrifugal barrier" effect, which strongly 
damps the contribution of the AI=0 channel |_5J .We shall also see tnat a 
pure AI=0 transition is not consistent with the experimental data. In Part 
III some further theoretical aspects of this analysis will be discussed. We 
stress that the possibility of choosing g^>>g2 supports the compelling idea 
[б] that the genuine C violation is given by the strangeness, isospin and 
parity conserving medium strong при coupling, and that the Ai=2 impurity 
in the при coupling arises only as a radiative correction.We are then log
ically forced to allow for: a C violating, AI=1 impurity of similar 
strength, which may be described by the gun coupling. It will be shown 
that the introduction of this coupling does not affect our results for the g 
decay. Finally we shall see in the Appendix on the basis of very crude estima
tion that our model probably does not contradict the favorised experimental 
result

I e ' I< j e I « 2•10~3

of the Kj. decays.

II. THE g-DECAY

It is easy to see that in the д-*-тг+тг°тт decay the Д1=0,2 transi
tions are C violating, the A 1=1,3 transitions are C conserving. In order 
to describe the C violation the Hamiltonian

Hi = Ho + H2

will be introduced, where

(2)

Ho = 9o f (7Г°Эуп-г1Эу7г0) + р~ 0Т+ЭУГ»-ПЭМ7Т-*-)] (3)



(4)iL = g_ l - p + f v 9 n-i|9 ti )+2р°(дт°Э n—rí Э u°)-p" (тг+3 r|-r|9 п + 2 32 L *p V 11 p У HpV p p / * p V p p

H and H~ are irreducible 1=0 and 1=2 tensor operators which produce о 2 ------------
pure о -► О and О 2 isotopic spin transitions, respectively. /In the 
papers [51 and [6] the coupling constants used do not correspond to pure 
Л1=0 and Л1=2 transitions./ The C violating g-*-n fir°7T- amplitude is
of course produced via the n >pn »iriur chain with the help of the strong inter
action

= G f pp(V9 и P -ir 9 ti°)+p° Гп-9 п+-п + Э II )+p (тт4 Э и0-7!°Э it4 j j  . ( 5 )  p ' *p V P p ' r  P P I 4

The C violating amplitude A^ is then easily calculated to be

\  “■ Ao + A2 ig G ^o p

+ ig2Gp

s - t + t - u u - S
M 2- u M 2- s M 2- tj
s - t +2 t - u u - s
M 2- u M 2- s M 2- t J

(b)

In (б) the usual Mandelstam variables s=(p++p_)2, t=(p_+po)2, u=(p++p0)2 has 
been introduced /p+ ,p_ and pQ denote the four-momenta of the it+ ,tt 
and ti° mesons/. In the denominators a term taking account the width of the 
p-meson should be added; it can be seen however that its contribution is 
less than 3°/oo in the whole physical region, and therefore this term can 
be safely neglected [5] .

The charge asymmetry in the r)-*-n+n°ir decay arises from the inter
ference of the C violating amplitude with the C conserving one. The theoret
ical description of the C conserving n *-и+ттптг decay is subject to many 
uncertainities, summarized in a recent paper by D.G. Sutherland [9] . In our 
work we have opted for the semi-phenological C conserving amplitude Ac 
given in [5] :

AC a
/s-4p2 (7)

In equ. (7) the Л1=3 transition has been neglected because the 
decay is assumed to be induced by an electromagnetic process of second order. 
In the remaining 1=1 3n state two-pion final state interactions has been 
taken into account. Namely, the first term in (7) describes the interactions 
of two pions in the L=0, 1=0 channel in the scattering length approxima
tion. aQ stands for the scattering length, p denotes the pion mass.
The 1=2 interaction is known to be small cind has been neglected. The second
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term in (7) gives the L=l, 1=1 two-pion final state interaction through 
the P meson pole approximation. The effect of the p width has been again 
neglected. The constants* a and b are real if CPT invariance holds. CPT 
conservation will be assumed throughout this work.

which contains two strong interaction parameters aQ and Gp , two C con
serving n decay parameters a and b and two C violating coupling 
constants gQ and g2 . We are interested in the possible values of the 
latter two quantities. Of course the uncertainities in the values of the 
other four parameters will influence them. Fortunately it is not necessary to 
treate all the six parameters at the same time. Indeed, it is experimentally 
known /see our Tables/ that the amount of the C violation in the n decay 
is at most a few percent. This allows us to neglect when fixing the
parameters of Ac . In Ac it is reasonable to treat aQ as an external 
parameter to be taken from the strong interaction physics. The value of ao 
is not well known, so we have made all calculations for three different 
values of aQ , namely for 0,2, for 0,5 and for 1,0 /in у units/. For each 
given value of aQ the parameter b has been determined from a best fit of 
Ac to the experimental energy distribution of the ir° meson [7] . For a 
given value of aQ the value of b has an uncertainity < 5%. With aQ 
and b known, |a| has been calculated from the measured width of the n 
[8]. The error in the value of a for a given pair of values of ao and b 
equals approximately 15 %.

Let us now turn to the calculation of the five asymmetry parameters 
/we define Л^ = Д, Д,.=Д /• They are given by expressions of the

form

We have now at our disposal the full п+тт+т10тг~ amplitude

(8)

Ai 2

*Nottce that we denote by b the b/a of B.Barret et al

(9 )
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where and are appropriate domains of integration for the well
known Dalitz variables p and 0 . In the denominator the term |A^|i 2 can
be neglected, and then inspecting the formulae (6 ) and (7 ) it is easy to 
see that the Л^-s can written the form

A, = у + Y n(?  Л _ 1 c /Í т0 1 2 Í /1 - 1 f .... /5 / f (lo)

where the reduced coupling constants у and у are defined as follows:
о 2

Y = — 2 g , y = - Я СИ)' о a ao ' г a ^2

The quantities n'V , are complicated functions of a^ and b , but
they do not depend on a, Gp , gQ and g2> Therefore they could be calcul
ated on a computer with high accuracy for any fixed pair of aQ and b , the 
error in b being small. We have now five linear equations in y0 and y2 
to determine the best values of these coupling constants. This calculation 
has been carried out under various conditions.

Before discussing the results, we have still to investigate the 
implication of the measured upper limit of the п-+тг°е+е- decay on the al
lowed values of у and у .

In lowest order the decay r)->-iT0e+e~ takes place via the 
n-*-TT0p0-*TT0Y+n0e+e~ chain. Taking into account the well known relation

(12)

for the p - у coupling constant f , a straighforward calculation gives

r(n+iT0e+e ) = 42 eV ^— — ---- -— j (13)

From the measured total p width and from the upper limit on the 
n->n°e+e decay [в] one gets

Г (p->"iT0e+e ) 
r(rr>-afU ) .

i .e.

42 eV 
2630 eV

g0 + 2gJ < 0,08 I Gp I

(14)

(15)
or
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GnIY + 2у I < 0,08 —*-—  . (16}
0 2 I a I

From the experimental width of the p° meson one finds G p = 5,14 +0,13 • 
[10] , and then

[g0 + 2gJ < 0,41 , (17)

|Yo + 2\\ < 2 Л  . (18)
I a I

Let Us now discuss the possible solutions of the equations (10).
For definiteness we shall refer first to the case aQ = 0,5, given in Table 
II. /The other two cases will be briefly discussed at the end of this para-1- 
graph./

By assuming aQ = 0,5 one finds b = 1,95 and |a|= 0.395 from the 
energy distribution and width of the n_,"n+r0r- decay. We have calculated the 
quantities n'°' and п(*} with these values of aQ and b to be

- 0,001550 = 0,9462

= -0,001398 rf*» = 1,3663

hto)
11 3 = 0,001056 nT = 0,4933
r/0) = 0,000352 = 0,8436

rif = 0,001243 nV = -0,0272

The errors of these quantities /coming from the 5 % uncertainity in b and 
from the computational error/ have been neglected, because they are much less 
than the errors in the experimental values of the A^-s.

Introducing the values quoted in equ. (19) into equ. (10) we have 
looked for the best fitting values of yQ and y2 under different conditions:

1/ Pure AI = 0 C ciolation, i.e. y2 = 0. The results are given 
in column 3 of Table II. The "best" fit yQ = 20 badly violates the 
n-*VJe+e- limit |y o I < 5,3. Also, the parameters А2,Л3 an<̂  Л are 
poorly reproduced. Thus the pure Д1 = О C violation is not acceptable on 
the basis of the available experimental results.

it
2/ Pure Д1 = 2 C violation, i.e. yQ = 0. The results are quoted in 

column 4 of Table II. The value y^ = 0,0979 + 0,0163 is fully consistant with
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the upper limit |2y?| < 4,2 coming from the п*-тт°е+е decay. All the five
asymmetry parameters A.. are reproduced within one standard deviation. Thus 
the pure Л1 = 2 C violation is fully acceptable.

3/ Mixed C violation, i.e. y o and у? both different from zero.

From (19) we see that n(*’ >> n'^ , namely,

n'̂   ̂ 500 пГ“; (20)

in all but the last case, in which

12) 25 ri°)
5

(21)
From these relations we learn that у(j should be considerably larger 

than y2 in. order to produce a discernible contribution to the asymmetry 
parameters. Therefore the cases Iy o I í |y 2I will lead practically to the 
same values as the pure Д1 = 2 case, i.e. to fully acceptable results. It 
is worth to investigate the possibility yo >> У2 in some details. This
possibility has been summarized in columns 5 and 6 of Table II, where 
the consequences of the assumptions у0=25у2 and yo=5Qy2 are considered 
As expected from equ. (20) and (21) , even now the AI = 2 coupling 
governes the asymmetry. We see, indeed, that the best fitting value of Y2 
remains almost the same as for the pure AI = 2 case, and the asymmetry 
parameters A , A , A and A change only by 10 -20 %. Only A changes

1 ■ 2 3
appreciably when yQ increases: it goes up linearly with Y0 / Y 2 being 
practically constant/,but this effect is somewhat masked by the fact that Д 
passes through zero and remains small for the region О ^ yQ i- 50y2 .
Anyhow, again all the asymmetry parameters are reproduced within one standard 
deviation in this domain of the coupling constants.

In the last column of Table II the best independent fit of yo and 
y2 to the asymmetry parameters is presented. It can be seen that in this 

case we get yo«160y2 and the value of y2 is still very close to the pure 
AI- 2 case. It is easy to see that a large value of yQ is needed in order 

to get closer to the experimental mean value of A . It can be seen, however, 
that this large value of yQ violate already the rv*-ir°e+e limit | уQ+2y z |

< 5,3. This limit is bypassed when yQ »  54y2 . So we can predict
that' according to our model the true value of A, should be less then 0,7 /oo

XThe damping of the coefficients of у by rapport to those of v is a well 
known consequence of the peculiar symmetry properties of the тт+тт01Г- state 
with 1=0 £5]. The fact that this damping is less pronounced for the sextant 
asymmetry Л = A 5 can also be understood on symmetry grounds.
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instead of the quoted experimental value 4,4°/oo. We also predict that the 
true value of Д , should be 2-3 times larger than the quoted experimental 
mean value. These predictions are statistically in agreement with the experi
mental results.

Thus on the basis of our model and of the data on the n+ir+ n0ir and
гг*-и°е+ e_ decays we have found that for aQ = 0,5 the best value of Y2

is calculable with great accuracy, while any value of yQ between у О 
and уо »54у2 is appropriate to reproduce the asymmetry parameters within
one standard deviation and to fulfil the requirement of the п>-тг0е+ е~ limit at 
the same time. The most probable value is just the upper limit у «54yX 0 2
because this is closest to the best fit with independent y o ancí Y, •

We would like to stress that the parameters a and Gp do not influ
ence the calculation of the best values of у and у coming from the fit 
to the asymmetry parameters. They enter however the formula /16/ for the

П-*-тт°е+е“ limit. This limit is thus subject to the uncertainities in the 
values of a and Gp which are of 15% and 3% respectively. The best values 
of go and g£ also depend on a and G p , as shown by (11). The ratio of
go and g2 is, however, seen to be equal to that of yo and Y 2 > anĉ
thus the relative strength of the C violating AI = О and Д1 = 2 coup
lings turns out to be independent of a and Gp .

Let us now turn to the cases aQ = 0,2 and aQ = 1,0 presented in
Table I and Table III, respectively. First of all we remark that with these 
scattering length assumptions it is again possible to find a good Value of b 
from the energy spectrum of the n-*-ir+ тг°т!~ decay. /It is practically impos
sible to calculate both aß and b from the spectrum,the data being statist
ically poor for a two parameter fit./ The analysis proceeds then on the same 
lines as for the a =0,5 case and the results for the asymmetry parameters^ I
are very similar, the best fits being y o 22 y2 with Y2 = 0,24-0,03 for 
ал = 0,2 and у *93y0 with y„ = 0,049 + 0,009 for a = 1,0.О О 2. Л. О

*Let us briefly comment on the signs of our parameters. With a = +0,5 b 
turns out to be positive and the numbers n. as given in 19 . IE a ->-aQ 
then b -*■ b , but the n. change sign, the\r absolute values remaining close 
to the previous values.This shows that у 2-*-у2» “Уг when a a
Concerning у , for a given value of | Y0 ! the case у y2>0 ° is° statist
ically preferred to the case у y2<0, but for small [y | the last_pos
sibility is also tolerated. The Agreement with the measured value of Д becomes 
then worse than in the pure Д1 = 2 case. Thus the sign of y 2 and у is 
positive for a =:+ 0,5 . The sign of g2 and gp depends then on the unknown 
sign of Gp ana а , as seen from formula (11).
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We have also calculated the Г (n->n0it0Tt0) : Г (7|-*-it+ тг°ii— branching
ratio. The difference in the masses of the -rr- and n° mesons has been 
taken into account. The results for ар=0,2; 0,5 and 1,0 are 1,39 1,36 and 
1,34 respectively. These values are in good agreement with the experimental 
result 1,24 + 0,10 given in [8].

III. THEORETICAL INTERPRETATION

A compelling theoretical interpretation is offered by our result 
Yo и 50уг / we again return to the aQ = 0,5 case for definiteness/. Namely, 
one can suppose that the genuine C violating interaction is described by 
a strangeness, isospin and parity conserving Hamiltonian H given in (3 ') 
with a rather big* coupling constant gQ ■*> 0,4. Radiative corrections will 
then naturally add small Л1 = 1 and Д1 = 2 impurities. We might describe 
the Л1 = 2 correction by the effective Hamiltonian H2 given in (4) with 
9ZÄ 90/50 r-0,008 and we might introduce a C violating Hamiltonian Hj,
in order to take into account also the AI = 1 impurity:

H i g iw,, ( " \ n - r,a,,1,°) • (22)

We suppose g^ to be of the same order of magnitude as g2 , both 
being radiative corrections. H^ does not contribute to the п-*1[+ тт°ц~ 
decay, but it does contribute to the д-»-тт0е1 e~ decay, consequently in 
formulae (13) to (18) one has

g0 + 2g + fi* g (23)
p

instead of gQ + 2g2• Here fw stands for the ш-у coupling constant. 
Since f o) ntr 3f [10], it can be seen that with gQ >> g «ŝ gf we get 
practically the saiae upper limit for the allowed value of the ratio gQ : 
g2 as without H^.

x Notice, however, that the value of,the "small" electron charge is 0,3.
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This model of C violation is compelling because of its simplic
ity: the genuine C violating Hamiltonian conserves all* the quantum 
numbers of the strong interaction but C. It will be shown in the Appendix 
by means of order of magnitude estimates that this model does not contradict 
the experimental data on the decay either. Unfortunately no precise
calculation of | e ' Д: | , of arg e and of the neutron dipole moment is
possible in our model, and in this respect the superweak theory with its 
clear-cut predictions is certainly more compelling. On the other hand, the 
fact that a simple model reproduces the observed values of the various 
asymmetry parameters of the л°л~ Dalitz plot may be considered as
an indication that these measured asymmetry values are not purely due to 
statistical errors or background effects [ll]. Clearly more precise meas
urements are needed to decide the issue.

Г

л

x Evidently T is also violated if CPT holds.
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APPENDIX

The parameters e and c' of the li° system are defined as fol
lows [ 2 ] :

<к°|л|к°> - <К°|Л|К°>
e = ---- — ------------ — -----  , (A.l)

(Yl, - Ys) -2i (mL - ms)

ттл7 1(6, - 6o )
z' = —  -----  e (A-2)

/2 A o

where

<a I A I b> = i<a|H + H 'T 'c~  H +
a

+ H --- ------- H ----- -X-----  (A.3)
E - H + if. E, - H + ie a a

In (A.3) H° stands for the Hamiltonian of the strong interac
tions, while

H = HC P + V  ' (A.4)

where l,Cp denotes the CP conserving weak interaction, and in
our case reads

V  = \  = H0 + H . + H2 ' (A -5)

with и H and H given in equ. (3), (22) and (4) , respectively.о ' 2 2
£ = О if =0 . On the other hand our conserves the

strangeness, and we need at least Hcp . Hcp in order to get from K° 
to K° . Thus the first non vanishing contribution to e comes from terms 
of the form

<К0|Нср|п><п|Н^|п'хп'|Нср|К°>

At first sight one may be inclined to say that for the intermediate states 
2 v , 3tt, ttÍ,v one may pUt
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I < к° I H c pl n > I и  / 7 7  »

furthermore,

I < ni н t I n' > I * g0

ff уо >> g? . /The damping for gQ now is not at work, the 3n state 
being mainly 1 = 1  in the K° decay./ Then one might conclude that

I c I *, l=«o
ln pur model, however, the otherwise dominating 2tt , 3it, iti,v 

Intermediate states lead to forbidden transitions due to the known selec
tion rules for II and for our Ha . Therefore only such transitions 
are possible , for which it is experimentally known that

I < К0 I H c p | n > I «  ß /~Т1 , P < ю -1 ;

so we conclude that

I e I * ег g„

a result which is consistent with our result 90 « and with the data
I e I ~ 2*10~3. Let us now turn to e “* • The first non vanishing contribu
tion to Im A ? is given by matrix elements of the type

< (2it)
1 = 2

n > C P 1 K° >

»

xIndeedr <2tt | H . | 2tt>=0 because Нд is odd under С; <3n | | 2ir>=0 because 
Hj. conserves parity; <3ir | 1 3 n >  is very small because ini the 3ir states of 
trie K° decay we have perdomlnatly 1=1, and hence they are almost pure C 
eigenstates with equal eigenvalues. The <2тт | | tt£v>> and <irí-v | H. | 2tt> matrix
elements are zero’ because Hu does not contain lepton operators. Finally,
<ír ä+ v I I ir“S, v> and <tt+ V'v | Нд | ti+ £ у> may arise only if the A3=AQ 

rule is violated in the K° or in^the K° decay. The As=AQ allowed к 3 
decays lead to v | | n+ i“v>=0 and to <n+ £-v | Htf | tt —i.+ v>=0 because 1
Мф does not contain lepton operators. ^
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r

t

1

f.

In all these estimates divergent integrals are thought to be cut off and 
off shell matrix elements are supposed to behave nicely.

Here again |n> cannot be 2v , 3ir or n.e.v state. Moreover, we see
Оthat if we respect the Л1 ~ 1/2 rule in the К decay, then only g^

or ч2 may he active in . Thus we get
I
j r. ' S W g Ц or I e ' ! ъ Я 0 e '

j ' j

with (3 ' << . Since in our model we have g »  50 g and g t g„ »
in both cases it is conceivable that | c i •- f- •
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FIGURE AND TABLE CAPTION

Figure 1 : The experimental rj-*n+ Ti0i: Dalitz plot [̂3] .

Table I. : Best fitting values of the reduced coupling constants Y0 and 
Yz to the measured iyM> ti°-n asymmetry parameters for
aQ = 0,2 , n»7i°e+e limit: |y 0+ 2y 2 |-̂ 5,6

Table II. : Best fitting values of the reduced coupling constants yQ an<3
Y to the measured g->tt+ ti0tt" asymmetry parameters for
aQ = 0,5 , n-M['e+ e limit: |Y0+ 2y?|.< 5,3

Table III.: Best fitting values of the reduced coupling constants у and
Y2 to the measured n >n ir°ir~ asymmetry parameters for
a - 1,0 , ц+и°е e limit: | Y + 2Y I 4,6KJ U 2 I
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TABLE’I. я,*0,2.6=1,6 5o*0,i7 %у-0,ОП̂ ол
! J---------?fí* , / £«р*птгг.-С.ЬЗ

T h s О  г у !
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Aj ?,CSi<6 j 4,SS! Ui,B 45,2. iss <S,0

Aj1
1
L

21,Gl 9 1 ~5,12 Zbß 2а/ 1 22,9 19,5
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йъ B,9í£,L 1 40? 9,̂ 9,8 г ЮД 12з

й 15̂ 5 Ш h<j <5,2 <5,а 157

Л 4**5 1
1

1 454 1 О O» <Л
__

__
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__ 0,49 q?3 3,2



TABLE" ff. аз=0,5 Ь=1,®5 q . 0,195" go i  • 0,077 ío,t

u
tr.liA'

•

C23
« Л ,

1 r h 2 Э r У
л* о ои &• 25*гг £»•50*1, &«"*!&. »nciapt.

» V "4
«Го *20Í5^ 
íj ’-O

ífo*Q
&: 0,0319̂ 0̂ :

&* 2,74*0,39 
^c0,c t̂q0i5o

&433W 9
*лго,о£га?цсм53

|»г<3Д*С,0 
&гС10&ЭДР4Э{1

1
?,CSt46 5,64 46,5 m «8,0 20,8

!$
Л,«Я 2*6*9 ] -5,06 Д 9 22,8 49,5

1
a 45

-

í
I

f5,9íSA i i.az 8,62 Vb 9,62 «1,5
i

: д «52*5 -1,27 /4 ? Щ0 «5,2 <55

я V»i5 450 -0A? 0,038 <*62 2,1



TABLE □» q0 * 4,0 b» 2,25 q*0^S9 двд* 0.039 Í̂A

Astpj.
end rv4
pC?G-

ExpsHnsri»!
г а  !

ÍQ'S*  '

\ г h € o r У
$k*Q ^ o *0  j jffts2S** Ä»59,r» ' /̂ esvd * j  ind 2^$ •

Г,® 9,4143
&» o

? ^ 0  i .v  4,25*0,21
ллеиадм оэз^^т*«».«® :!

S,s 2,1,7* 0,4 4 
*■,50,сед » ,гэга *xzQ,C.Z5%№325

A# 588 13»^ m 20,1 25,5

дг 2i,S i9 -4 5 8 25, S LbM 22,8 fóS

ibßtSM 2,94 ?,£4 19$ «Л (0,4

A (5,1*5 4,04 i5tb

ük (%htS № -0,S<4 -0,081 0,45 2,9






